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Preface

Travel, touring, going away, coming home, visiting attractions, sunbathing, buying
souvenirs, seeing, recreating, experiencing, learning, relaxing, sharing: these are all
activities and experiences which increasingly weave together the lives of individuals,
at least in the developed world. Whether or not we all share the same understanding
of tourism, or whether a clearly definable tourism industry exists, the tourism
phenomenon has been encompassing in its impacts on landscapes and how we live
our lives in the 20th and 21st centuries. It is probably the complexity and fascination
of tourism issues, along with shared personal interests in landscape, place, and social
relationships, both at home and in distant places, which have drawn the three editors
of this volume both into the discipline of geography, and into the field of tourism
studies. We have, each from our own distant corner of the globe, devoted much of our
professional lives to the study of tourism and have collaborated on a variety of
projects over the years, most notably the journal, Tourism Geographies. So when
the invitation came to develop this Companion to Tourism, as part of Blackwell’s
Companions to Geography series, we did not need to think long before accepting the
opportunities it presented – perhaps at that stage underestimating the challenges that
it would also pose.
This Companion was initially conceived as an exploration and review of the
contributions of geographers and geography to our understanding of tourism. We
recognize, of course, that geography does not have a monopoly on tourism studies.
But we do believe that tourism is intrinsically of concern to geography and geographers in the centrality that it gives to places and spatial relationships (both
physical and cognitive), as well as environmental issues and the landscapes of
tourism. Tourism studies, however, has evolved as a multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary field, and we certainly did not wish to be regimented by overly narrow
disciplinary concerns in this volume. Instead, we defined what we perceived to be the
major research and theoretical subject areas of tourism studies, and then sought out
leading scholars who have written on these themes within a geographical framework. We believe that the result has been the assembly of discerning reviews by
a distinguished group of scholars, some of whom are affiliated with geography
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departments, but many more of whom are based in interdisciplinary, tourism-related
programs. Their disciplinary affiliations have been of far less concern to us than
what they have to say on particular issues.
We also made some efforts to balance contributions from different parts of the
world. It must be admitted at the outset that, because this work is published in
English, scholars from English-speaking countries predominate, and the book makes
no pretence to cover all the vast research undertaken outside the English language
community of researchers. However, we have included a mix of representatives from
Europe, North America, and the Pacific, along with some representation from other
regions.
The result reflects broader social science and interdisciplinary perspectives, while
still reflecting the inherent nature of geography. We believe that the contributors
have presented some of the best in tourism thought and research, and while not as
fully comprehensive of either tourism geography or tourism studies, as we might
have naively sought at the outset, we believe that the outcome is a coherent series of
insights that effectively capture some of the most innovative, challenging, and
rewarding areas of contemporary tourism research.
With any book, there are a large number of people who must be thanked for their
support. Michael would like to acknowledge the help of Sarah Stevens in undertaking the analysis of CAB abstracts; Mel Elliott and Frances Cadogan for their
organizational brilliance; Dick Butler, Nick Cave, Chris Cooper, Elvis Costello,
David Duval, Thor Flognfeldt, Stefan Gössling, Derek Hall, Tuija Härkönen,
Bruno Jansson, Dieter Müller, Stephen Page, Jarkko Saarinen, Anna Dóra Sæflórsdóttir, Brian Wheeler, and Geoff Wall and his fellow editors for the opportunity to
discuss their various insights into tourism geography; and, most importantly, Jody
for her support and coping with getting confused about which Al(l)an he was
referring to. Allan would like to acknowledge the assistance of his secretary Jan
Thatcher, the day-to-day academic collaboration with his colleagues Tim Coles and
Gareth Shaw, a fellowship provided by the University of Otago in 2003, and – above
all – the support of his wife Linda. And the other Alan would like to thank his
administrative assistant, Debbie Martin, for her ongoing support of his research
efforts; his colleagues Dawn Hawley, Tina Kennedy, and Carolyn Daugherty for
their assistance on Tourism Geographies during some hectic times at the university;
his graduate assistant, Alisa Wenker, for her help with his classes while this project
was going on; his children Lauren, a budding scholar in her own right, Chynna, and
Skylan, for allowing their Dad space to work at home and during family vacations;
and the constant and devoted support of his wife, Mable.
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